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Abstra t

A new tree-stru tured lassi er based on the
Dempster-Shafer theory of eviden e is presented. The
entropy measure lassi ally used to assess the impurity
of nodes in de ision trees is repla ed by an eviden etheoreti un ertainty measure taking into a ount not
only the lass proportions, but also the number of obje ts in ea h node. The resulting algorithm allows the
pro essing of training data whose lass membership is
only partially spe i ed in the form of a belief fun tion.
Experimental results with EEG data are presented.

1 Introdu tion
Most of the work in pattern re ognition and ma hine
learning has fo used on the indu tion of de ision rules
from learning examples with known lassi ation. In
ertain real-world problems, however, su h \perfe t"
information is not always available. Instead, one may
have an \un ertain" training set of obje ts with partially known lassi ation. For instan e, an expert
or a group of experts may have expressed on i ting
opinions regarding the lass of obje ts ontained in a
data base. In Ref. [3, 4℄, the Dempster-Shafer theory
of belief fun tions was shown to provide a onvenient
framework for dealing with su h learning problems. A
distan e-based approa h was proposed, whereby a belief fun tion for a pattern is onstru ted by ombining
the eviden e of neighboring prototypes in a data set.
This method was shown to behave equally well in the
presen e of data with pre ise or impre ise lass labels.
In this paper, the problem of learning from partially
lassi ed data is addressed from a di erent perspe tive
using a new approa h to de ision tree (DT) indu tion
based on the theory of belief fun tions [1℄. Like most
tree-based lassi ation te hniques [2, 7℄, our method
 Pro
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re ursively partitions the feature spa e into subregions
orresponding to the leaves of the tree. The spe i ity
of the proposed algorithm lies in the splitting rule applied at ea h step, and in the pruning strategy, whi h
use on epts from Eviden e theory. At ea h node t
of the tree, we onstru t a belief fun tion quantifying
one's belief on erning the lass of an example rea hing t, using results by Smets on erning parametri
inferen e for the Bernouilli distribution in an Evidential framework [10℄. The impurity of ea h node is then
assessed using an eviden e-theoreti un ertainty measure, whi h happens to depend not only on the lass
proportions in the node, but also on its size, thus allowing to ontrol the omplexity of the tree. An interesting feature of this method is its ability to deal
with training data, the lass membership of whi h is
un ertain or impre ise, and is des ribed by a belief
fun tion.
The paper is organized as follows. The ne essary ba kground on belief fun tions and their use for statisti al
inferen e is re alled in Se tion 2. Our method is then
explained in Se tion 3 and experimental results are
presented in Se tion 4. Se tion 5 on ludes the paper. Note that some familiarity of the reader with
de ision trees will be assumed throughout the paper.
Two standard referen es on this topi are the books
by Breiman et al. [2℄ and Quinlan [7℄.

2 Ba kground
2.1

Belief fun tions

A belief fun tion on a nite set is a subadditive
measure of the form
X
bel(A) =
m(B ) 8A  ;
(1)
;6=B
where m is a basi belief assignment, also alled a
belief stru ture (BS), i.e., a fun tion from 2 to [0; 1℄

P

verifying A m(A) = 1: It an be shown that a
belief fun tion is indu ed by a unique belief stru ture,
so that m and bel an be onsidered as di erent forms
of a single mathemati al obje t1 .
The idea of using belief fun tions for modeling partial belief and reasoning under un ertainty was introdu ed by Shafer [9℄. In the last 25 years, Shafer's
work gave rise to an important literature about the soalled Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory, in whi h belief
fun tions re eived di erent interpretations (e.g. in a
random set or an impre ise probability setting), whi h
sometimes obs ured the debate about their usefulness
and their relationship to Probability Theory [11℄. In
this paper, we shall adopt the point of view of Smets'
Transferable Belief Model (TBM), a non probabilisti
and subje tivist interpretation of D-S theory in whi h
the state of belief of a rational agent, with respe t
to a ertain question, is assumed to be represented
by a belief fun tion, de ned independently from any
probabilisti notion [11℄. This model postulates the
existen e of two levels: a redal level at whi h beliefs
are entertained and updated in view of in oming eviden e, and a pignisti level in whi h belief fun tions
are onverted into probability fun tions for de ision
making purposes.
The basi me hanism for ombining two belief fun tions indu ed by distin t information sour es is Dempster's rule of ombination [9℄. This rule an be onveniently expressed by means of ommonality fun tions.
The ommonality fun tion q indu ed by a BS m is
de ned as

q(A) =

X

B A

m(B )

8A  :

(2)

If q1 , q2 and q are the ommonality fun tions indu ed,
respe tively, by m1 , m2 and m = m1 \ m2 (the ombination of m1 and m2 ), we have q(A) = q1 (A)q2 (A)
for all A  , and m or bel may be re overed from q
using simple formula [9, p. 41℄.
At the pignisti level, a BS m is onverted into a soalled pignisti probability fun tion BetP de ned as
X m (A)
;
(3)
BetP(!) =
fA ;!2Ag jAj

where m is the normalized BS indu ed by m (de ned
by m (A) = m(A)=(1 m(;)) for A 6= ; and m (;) =
0), and jAj denotes the ardinality of A.
The D-S framework an be ni ely extended to the ase
where = R by assigning basi probability masses to
normality ondition m(;) = 0 originally imposed by
Shafer is not generally assumed in the TBM.
1 The

losed intervals [x; y℄ by means of a basi belief density
(BBD) fun tion m([x; y℄) (see, e.g., [10℄). Belief and
ommonality densities are then de ned, respe tively,
as
bel([a; b℄) =

q([a; b℄) =

Z bZ

b

a

x

Z aZ

1

0

b

m([x; y℄)dxdy

(4)

m([x; y℄)dxdy

(5)

and we have

 2bel([a; b℄)
 2 q([a; b℄)
=
: (6)
ab
ab
Further essential material on belief fun tions may be
found in Refs. [9, 11℄.
m([a; b℄) =

2.2

Beliefs indu ed by Bernouilli trials

Let us assume that we have a random experiment (a
Bernouilli trial) with two out omes (su ess or failure, denoted by S and F ), su h as drawing a ball
from an urn ontaining white and bla k balls. Assoiated with this experimental setting is an obje tive
probability fun tion P on = fS; F g. If it is known
that P (S ) = p, then one's belief that the out ome will
be a su ess an reasonably be assumed to be equal
to p (this is alled the Ha king Frequen y prin iple
by Smets [10℄). In most ases of interest, however,
P is unknown, and all the available information resides in observed out omes from n independent experiments (su h as the olors of n balls drawn from
the urn with repla ement). Given su h partial information, how an we ompute a belief fun tion on

quantifying one's belief that the next out ome will be
a su ess ? An answer to this question was provided

by Smets in the TBM framework [10℄. The argument
is te hni ally involved and only the main ndings will
be summarized here. The reader is invited to refer to
Smets' paper for a detailed presentation.
Let P denote the set of probability fun tions on ,
and W = P  . Sin e only has 2 elements,
ea h probability fun tion P 2 P an be indexed
by P (S ) 2 [0; 1℄, so that P an be identi ed with
the interval [0; 1℄. The basi idea is to dedu e from
rst prin iples (su h as the Ha king prin iple) a BS
mW on W quantifying one's beliefs in the absen e of
any information. The impa t of additional eviden e
(su h as the observation of past out omes) is then ree ted by the updating of mW using Dempster's rule
of ombination, and a belief fun tion m is dedu ed

S

0

1

leading to

qP ([a; b℄jr; s) = ar (1 b)s :

F

a

0

By derivating this expression with respe t to a and
b a ording to Eq. (6), we obtain after appropriate
normalization :

1

Figure 1: Stru ture of the domain of mW and one
example of a fo al element A(a) entered on a.
by marginalization over . As shown by Smets, it follows from simple requirements (in luding the Ha king
prin iple) that the fo al element of mW are of the form
A(a) = ([0; a)  fF g) [ ([a; 1℄  fS g); as illustrated in
Figure 1. To simplify the notation, we shall denote by
mW ([a; 1℄) the mass given to A(a). It may be shown
that mW ([a; 1℄) = 1 for all a 2 [0; 1℄. The following
fa ts then result from the de nition of mW .
(1) Suppose we learn that the \true" probability fun tion P is su h that a  P (S )  b. The impa t
of this eviden e on mW is obtained by onditioning2
mW on the ylindri al extension of [a; b℄, de ned by
yl([a; b℄) = [a; b℄  ; the BBD m(A) for A  W
is thus transferred to A \ yl([a; b℄). Let us denote
by bel (S j[a; b℄) the belief that the out ome will be a
su ess, given that p 2 [a; b℄. This degree of belief is
equal to the integral of all the BBD that tou h only S
after onditioning on yl([a; b℄), whi h leads to
bel (S j[a; b℄) =

Z

0

a

mW ([x; 1℄)dx = a:

(7)

(2) Suppose now that all you know is that an experiment has been arried out and a su ess has been
observed. The impa t of this eviden e is re e ted by
onditioning mW on S , whi h has the e e t of transferring the non-null BBD to the intervals [a; 1℄. The
ommonality fun tion indu ed on P is then

qP ([a; b℄jS ) = a:

(8)

Similarly, if a single failure has observed, onditioning
mW on F leads to

qP ([a; b℄jF ) = 1 b:

(9)

(3) If n independent experiments have been performed, and r su esses and s failures have been observed, the resulting ommonality fun tion may be obtained, as a onsequen e of Dempster's rule, by multiplying the n orresponding ommonality fun tions,
2 See [11℄ for a detailed

anism in the TBM.

(10)

presentation of the onditioning me h-

(n + 1) r 1
a (1 b)s 1 ;
(r) (s)

mP ([a; b℄jr; s) =

(11)

where is the gamma fun tion.
(4) Finally, assume that you want to ompute the belief that the next out ome will be a su ess, given that
you have already observed r su esses and s failures
in n = r + s independent trial. We have
bel (S jr; s) =
=

Z 1Z
0

1
a

r
:
n+1

bel (S j[a; b℄)mP ([a; b℄jr; s)dbda
(12)

Similarly, we have bel (F jr; s) = s=(n+1), and, onsequently, m ( jr; s) = 1=(n+1). Note that bel (S jr; s)
tends to the true probability of su ess when n tends
to in nity.

3 Appli ation to DT indu tion
3.1

Prin iples of DT indu tion

A de ision tree (DT) is a sequential lassi ation proedure in whi h the attributes des ribing an obje t
are examined one at a time until one rea hes a de ision regarding the assignment of the obje t to a lass
[2, 7℄. The root of a DT is the top node, and examples
are passed down the tree with de isions being made at
ea h node, until a terminal node, or leaf, is rea hed.
Ea h leaf has a lass label, and ea h example is lassi ed by the label of the leaf it rea hes. A DT thus
partitions the attribute spa e in a hierar hi al manner.
Usually, DT's are grown from a training set of examples with known lassi ation, by su essively splitting leaves. The pro ess stops when the tree lassi es
orre tly every learning example. In a noisy environment, a pruning rule is generally applied to prevent
over tting. DT indu tion algorithms di er essentially
by the splitting rule and the pruning strategy used.
A ommon strategy for splitting nodes is to de ne an
\impurity" measure for ea h node and ask that hild

nodes be \purer" than their parent. A ommon impurity measure is the entropy

i(t) =

X nj (t)
j

n(t)

log2

nj (t)
;
n(t)

(13)

where nj (t) is the number of examples from lass j
in node t, and n(t) is the size of node t. Consider a
andidate split s whi h divides node t into tL and tR ,
su h that a proportion pL of the ases go to tL and a
proportion pR goes to tR . Then the goodness of the
split may be de ned as the de rease in impurity:
i(s; t) = i(t) pLi(tL ) pR i(tR ):

(14)

For ea h attribute, the best split is sear hed for, and
the attribute allowing to redu e the degree of impurity
by the largest amount is sele ted.
3.2

The TBM approa h

In this paper, we propose to re onsider the problem
of DT indu tion using the TBM framework3. Let
= f!1; !2 g denote the set of lasses (only two- lass
problems will be onsidered here; a way to deal with
multi- lass problems will be brie y dis ussed in the sequel). Let us assume for the moment that all training
examples have known lassi ation: among the learning examples whi h have rea hed node t, it is known
that n1 (t) belong to lass 1, and n2 (t) belong to lass
2. Using the inferen e me hanism presented in Se tion
2.2, it is possible to use this information to determine
our belief on erning the lass of a previously unseen
example, if we only know that it has rea hed note t.
Using Eq. (12), this is de ned as

nj (t)
; j = 1; 2
n(t) + 1
1
m ( jt) =
:
n(t) + 1

bel (!j jt) =

(15)
(16)

This belief fun tion, with lear interpretation, may
be used to de ne a new impurity measure. In the
same way that the Shannon entropy was used in Eq
(13) to des ribe the empiri al probability fun tion
fnj (t)=n(t)g, we propose to use entropy-like riteria
for quantifying the un ertainty of belief fun tions [6℄.
As remarked by Klir, a belief fun tion a tually models
two di erent kinds of un ertainty: nonspe i ity and
on i t [6℄. For instan e, the va uous belief fun tion
3 An alternative approa h to de ision tree generation in
the TBM framework has been investigated independently by
Elouedi et al. [5℄.

de ned by m( ) has maximal nonspe i ity but no
on i t, whereas the uniform probability fun tion on
has maximal on i t but is fully spe i (sin e belief masses are assigned to singletons). A measure of
nonspe i ity that appears to be well justi ed is

N (m) =

X

A

m(A) log2 jAj;

(17)

whi h is maximal for the va uous BF, and 0 for probability fun tions. To quantify the degree of on i t
in a belief fun tion, several extensions of the Shannon
entropy may be de ned. One of these extensions is
the degree of dis ord, de ned by

D(m) =

X

A

m(A) log2 BetP(A);

(18)

whi h is maximal for the uniform probability distribution on . A omposite measure of un ertainty may
be de ned using a onvex sum of N and D, of the form

U (m) = (1 )N (m) + D(m);
(19)
where  2 [0; 1℄ is a positive oeÆ ient (Klir proposes
to give equal weights to both terms, but we shall see
that greater exibility may be useful).
A measure of \impurity" or \un ertainty" u (t) for a
node t is obtained by applying the un ertainty measure (19) to the BS de ned by Eqs (15)-(16), whi h
leads to
u (t) = U (m (jt))
 2n (t) + 1 
2 n (t)
X
1 
j
j
=

log2
:
n(t) + 1
n
(
t
)
+
1
n
(
t) + 1
j =1
(20)
Note that the rst term in the left-hand side of the
above equation orresponds to the nonspe i ity of
m (jt) and is a de reasing fun tion of n(t), whereas
the se ond term depends on both the size of t, and
the lass proportions in t. We de ne the goodness of
a split s as
u (s; t) = u (t) pL u (tL ) pR u (tR );
with the same notations as in Eq (14). Note that parameter  allows to ontrol the tree growing strategy:
low values of  penalize small nodes, whi h leads to
early stopping of the tree growing pro ess. In pra ti e,
 may be determined by ross-validation (see Se tion
4).
On e the de ision tree has been built, a BS m (jt) is
asso iated to ea h leaf t. This BS quanti es one's beliefs regarding the lass of an arbitrary pattern rea hing that leaf.

3.3

Handling of un ertain labels

Let us now assume that we have a learning set of the
form f(xi ; mi ); i = 1; ng, where xi is the feature ve tor
for example i, and mi is a BS on des ribing one's
partial knowledge regarding the lass of that example.
The lassi al situation of pre ise labeling is re overed
when mi (f!g) = 1 for some ! 2 . Complete ignoran e regarding the lass membership orresponds
to mi ( ) = 1. We an thus model a whole range of
situations from fully supervised to fully unsupervised
learning.
To see how this more general learning problem an
be solved by our method, let us return to the inferential framework de ned in Se tion 2.2. Suppose that
we have performed n independent Bernouilli experiments, but that the out omes ould only be partially
observed (for example, the urn experiment was observed at a distan e, so that the results of some trials
ould only be partially observed). Let mi be the BS
des ribing one's belief on erning the result of experiment i. Then Eqs (8) and (9) should be repla ed by
qP ([a; b℄jmi ) = ami (S ) + (1 b)mi (F ) + mi ( ):
After ombining the eviden e from the n experiments
by Dempster's rule we get

qP ([a; b℄jm1 ; : : : ; mn ) =
=

n
Y

i=1

qP ([a; b℄jmi )

X

j +kn

j (1

jk a

b)k ;

(21)

where the jk are oeÆ ients depending only on the
mi (the oeÆ ients an easily be omputed by indu tion on n). After derivation and integration as in Eqs
(11) and (12), we nally obtain
X
j
bel(S jm1 ; : : : ; mn ) =
; (22)
jk
j+k+1
j +kn
and similar expression for bel(F jm1 ; : : : ; mn ) and
m( jm1 ; : : : ; mn ).
This result an be immediately transferred to the ontext of DT generation. Let us assume that we have
n(t) examples in node t, with labels mi , i = 1; nt.
Then Eq (22) allows the al ulation of a BF bel (jt)
quantifying our belief on erning the lass of an example rea hing node t. The impurity measure for node t
is de ned as above. It an be veri ed that unlabeled
examples (i.e., examples su h that mi ( ) = 1) an be
added to or removed from node t without hanging
the value of u (t), as it should be, sin e su h examples arry no information regarding the lassi ation
problem at hand.

Table 1: Results with risp and un ertain lass labels.
error rate
E

risp labels un . labels
0.35
0.34
0.26
0.22

4 Results
Detailed results from preliminary experiments with
the above method are given in [1℄. These results
are only brie y summarized here. The learning task
onsidered was to dete t di erent waveforms in sleep
ele troen ephalogram (EEG) data, and in parti ular
to dis riminate between K- omplex and delta waveforms. For a thorough presentation of this problem,
see [8℄. The data used in this experiment were EEG
signals measured 64 times during 2-se ond intervals
for one person during sleep4 . Ea h obje t was then
des ribed by 64 attributes. Sin e the K- omplex pattern is diÆ ult to dete t visually even by domain experts, ve physi ians were asked to inspe t graphi al
displays of the data and state whether they believed
a K- omplex signal was present or not. As the experts did not always agree on the lassi ation, this
introdu ed un ertainty in the labeling of the obje ts.
Our data base onsisted of (1) EEG patterns lassi ed
in the K- omplex lass by at least one expert, and (2)
delta wave patterns, whi h are known to bear some resemblan e with K- omplex waves, although they are
related to di erent phenomena. One of the data sets
onsidered in our study was omposed of 50 delta wave
patterns, and 100 K- omplex pattern, of whi h only
one half had been lassi ed as su h by a majority of
experts.
Un ertain lass labels were assigned to the training examples in the following manner. Let !1 and !2 denote,
respe tively, the delta wave and the K- omplex lass.
Delta wave examples ertainly belong to that lass and
were assigned labels mi with mi (f!1g) = 1. For the
K- omplex patterns, the proportion q of experts lassifying ea h example i in the K- omplex lass was used
to de ne a BS mi assigning the mass mi (f!2 g) = q to
that lass, and the rest of the mass to .
The measurement of lassi ation eÆ ien y is not easy
in su h a ontext, be ause, in the ase of data with unertain lass membership, disagreement between the
4 These data ome from the Foundation for Applied Neuros ien e Resear h in Psy hiatry in Rou a h, Fran e, and were
provided to us by C. Ri hard and R. Lengelle from Universit de
Te hnologie de Troyes.

lassi er output and the lass label does not ne essarily indi ate an error. Intuitively, errors made for
patterns whose lass membership is un ertain should
\ ount less" than errors made for patterns with ompletely known lassi ation. With this in mind, the
following error riterion was introdu ed:
n
1X
[ i (mi ));
E = 0 (1 BetP
n
0

i=1

(23)

[ i is the pignisti
where n0 is the size of the test set, BetP
fun tion indu ed by the output BS m
b i for test example
[
i, and BetPi (mi ) is de ned as
[ i (mi ) =
BetP

X

A

[ i (A):
mi (A)BetP

(24)

Note that examples i su h that mi ( ) = 1 have zero
ontribution to the sum in Eq (23), and therefore do
not parti ipate in the performan e evaluation.
We used a 5-fold ross-validation to nd the value of
 providing the optimal tree in ea h ase, and to evaluate the performan e of that tree. Table 1 shows the
ross-validation estimates of our method both in terms
of standard error rate and generalized error rate dened in Eq (23). Also shown in this table are the results obtained with our method when the un ertainty
in the lass labels was ignored, i.e., the learning examples being then assigned risp labels regardless of
the un ertainty pertaining to the lass membership of
these examples. The error rate of our method applied to data with risp label (35 %) is equivalent to
that of Quinlan's C4.5 algorithm (not shown in Table
1). However, taking into a ount the un ertainty in
lass labels (whi h is not possible using standard DT
generation te hniques) does improve the lassi ation
performan e for this problem, marginally in terms of
error rate, but signi antly in term of the more meaningful error measure de ned here.

5 Con lusions
A new tree-stru tured lassi er based on the
Dempster-Shafer theory of eviden e has been des ribed. The method is appli able to partially lassi ed data, in whi h the lass labels are provided in
the form of belief fun tions. On e a de ision tree has
been built, the method allows to ompute a belief
fun tion des ribing the un ertainty pertaining to the
lass of any pattern under onsideration. Although
the method was presented in the ase of two lasses,

it an be applied to more general situations by onverting a - lass problem (with > 2) into several
two- lass problems, and ombining the results at the
belief fun tion level.
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